Row Ontario COVID-19 Conference Call Synopsis - March 27
Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Welcome & Opening Remarks
General Update
Recommendations
Row Ontario’s role
Q&A

Welcome & Opening Remarks
Row Ontario President Chris Waddell started the call by welcoming everyone and sharing the purpose
for hosting these conference calls with member clubs. The purpose for these calls is as follows:
•
•
•
•

To share what Row Ontario is doing to prepare and navigate through these unprecedented
times
To share how Row Ontario can support Member Clubs throughout the COVID-19 crisis
Provide advice on what clubs should be doing and how to prepare for the uncertainty their club
may be facing
Gain an understanding from clubs on some of their concerns and how Row Ontario can help

General Update
A general update was given on what has transpired since the COVID-19 crisis started. To summarize:
•
•

•

•

Row Ontario has been participating in weekly calls with Rowing Canada Aviron (RCA) and
Provincial Rowing Associations from across the country. These calls are an opportunity for each
organization to share best practices and provide updates on the situation in each province
Row Ontario has participated in two Town Hall Meetings with Ontario Minister Lisa MacLeod to
receive updates on what the Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries are
doing. Row Ontario Executive Director Andrew Backer has written to the Minister and asked
what, if anything, the province is thinking about doing to support sport clubs and organizations
who are facing financial hardships during this time. We are waiting for their response.
RCA sent a memo out on March 17 indicating that they strongly recommend that all Spring
regattas, clinics, camps, etc. be either cancelled or postponed. For Ontario, this has led to the
cancellation of the CSSRA Championships as well as other Spring regattas throughout the
province. All in-person coaching/umpire clinics have also been postponed.
Row Ontario has an event scheduled for May (Small Boat Trials), which has not yet been
cancelled. Row Ontario is involved in conversations with RCA with regards to this event, as it
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•

not just a Row Ontario event, it is also an RCA regional selection regatta for NextGen teams.
The event is likely to be restructured or cancelled, final decisions on its status are pending.
Based on the current state, we are not likely to see any rowing events until July at the earliest.

Recommendations
What is Row Ontario doing?
•

•
•
•
•

To prepare for every scenario, Row Ontario is building different financial models, including no
rowing until July, no rowing until September and no outdoor season at all. Based on the advice
that we are hearing it seems like the best-case scenario may very well be no rowing until
September.
Row Ontario is also building out plans for each of our regattas, including when key decisions
need to be made to reduce or eliminate financial risk.
Keeping connected with key stakeholders, such as our funding partners, the Ministry, RCA and
other PRA to stay up to date on the latest information and best practices
Engaging with our members and doing our best to keep you informed on the continually
evolving crisis.
Prepare and plan for when rowing is back to ensure there is programming and structure to the
sport. Part of the planning will include hosting meetings with LOCs so we can collectively build a
regatta calendar, when we have an idea when we are on the other side of this crisis.

What can Clubs do?
•
•
•
•

It’s recommended that all clubs take similar steps as Row Ontario has taken. Row Ontario asks
that clubs please keep them in the loop as they make decisions on regattas, events and general
operations.
Every club is different, so decisions on whether to continue operations may differ club by club.
We urge you to do what is best for the long term sustainability of your club.
Review of authority matrix in case one of your clubs decision makers becomes ill and are unable
to fulfill their duties with the club.
Row Ontario is here to support you and have staff in place with a good mix of skillsets who can
help you in different areas.

Row Ontario’s Role
•

Row Ontario is continuing to advocate for our sport, including writing to our Ministry to ensure
community sport is at the forefront in decision making when the Ministry is looking to build our
relief funds. Clubs may struggle coming out of this crisis and Row Ontario will do everything
they can to support clubs through this process.
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•
•

Clubs can help the sport as well as themselves by becoming an advocate for the sport. It’s
recommended that club’s write to Minister MacLeod in their own words. Minister MacLeod’s
email address as well as tips on what to include in the letter will be provided to clubs.
Row Ontario will continue to stay on top of announcements from both the provincial and
federal government and ensuring that we get the messages out to our clubs and how the new
information impacts the Ontario rowing community.

Questions Asked During Call
Question: Can we get athletes together in a park more than 2m apart working out together, without
the police being called? Can we get some dispensation from the Provincial government for this type of
exercise—surely other sports are asking this question as well?
Answer: No. Any club that is organizing some type of training, whether it’s in a park or elsewhere, is in
violation of provincial guidelines regarding recreation activities. If you do not abide by provincial
guidelines related to COVID-19 social distancing, you are also not covered by the RCA Insurance Policy.
Question: How are we going to support the Ontario clubs that might not be able to make it through a
year with no revenue? Are there government options or should we be going the 'go fund me' route.
Answer: We have written to Minister MacLeod regarding financial relief funds for sports organizations.
We encourage clubs to contact Minister MacLeod (as noted above in the notes).
Question: Is there any guidelines for the loaning out of rowing machines to the athletes since they are
sitting not being used at the club?
Answer: There are no specific guidelines. We recommend the machines are well cleaned and that
proper social distancing procedures are followed during transport. We will send out proper cleaning
protocols to clubs.
Question: Could you send out a template of the letter to the Minister for the clubs Andrew? And the
appropriate email address?
Answer: A template is not a good idea. Each club should compose a letter in their own words so all of
the letters don’t sound the same. We will send out tips on what to include in the letter as well as the
appropriate email address.
Question: Can you clarify what you are recommending to clubs in regards to individuals launching from
club with private singles?
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Answer: No one should be coming into clubs to pick up a single or launching their boat from a club.
Clubs should be closed due to the provincial restrictions regarding recreation facilities. We do not
encourage anyone to launch their own single from their own location, but cannot stop them if they
choose to.
Question: If a single owner wants their shell out of the boathouse is that allowable?
Question: Regarding private owners...I'm assuming we could then allow boat owners to come and get
their boat property should they wish to launch from other property? (keeping the social distancing of
course)
Question: Our membership year ends March 31st - are we saying people that don't renew membership
and boat storage cannot come and remove their boats/assets?
Answer: Check with your local municipality before allowing someone to come on your club’s property
to pick up their single. Laws may differ between municipalities and you are not supposed to be at your
club as it is closed. So it’s best to check to make sure you are not violating the law. 1-888-444-3659 is
the phone number with the Ministry of Ontario that clubs can contact with questions about their
business operations.
Question: How long might it be before a decision about the summer season.
Answer: Row Ontario and RCA are not necessarily in a position to make a call on all events in the
summer season. Row Ontario is evaluating their events right now and will make a decision on
cancellation or rescheduling in the future. Each LOC and host club should be evaluating their own
events and make decisions on whether to cancel or postpone on their own accord. Row Ontario can
certainly provide recommendations on what they think the LOC should do but are not in a position to
cancel or postpone events where they are not the host organization.
Question: Re the spring high school season, has Mother's Day, SNRC been formally cancelled?
Answer: Mother’s Day Regatta, as well as the Early Bird has been cancelled. SNRC Invite has not yet
been cancelled.
Question: Do we need to register our club at this time? Or should we wait until we have confirmation
of a season. Will there be refunds of club registration upon cancellation of the season?
Answer: We are strongly encouraging all clubs to complete the application form in order to maintain
structure within the Ontario rowing community. Clubs can contact Andrew Backer if there are issues
with payment, deferred payments are possible, and Row Ontario is willing to work with clubs on a
case-by-case basis. But it is very important to complete the application form to maintain membership
in good standing and have access to insurance and other support.
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